GENERAL INFORMATION
Location: Boca Raton, FL
Mascot: Owls
Established Date: 1961
Conference: Sun Belt Conference - NCAA Div. I

ADDITIONAL PERTINENT INFORMATION
University seal permitted on products for resale: YES Only on commencement / convocation-related items.
Alterations to seal permitted: NO
Overlaying / intersecting graphics permitted with seal: NO
University licenses consumables: YES
University licenses health & beauty products: YES
University permits numbers on products for resale: YES
Mascot caricatures permitted: YES
Cross licensing with other marks permitted: YES
NO USE of current player's name, image, or likeness is permitted on commercial products in violation of NCAA rules and regulations.
NO REFERENCES to alcohol, drugs, or tobacco related products may be used in conjunction with University marks.

Written permission from the Marketing and Creative Services department must be received before vendors may produce any item using the 50th Anniversary campaign graphic. The graphic may not be used for commercial purposes unless otherwise approved.

You must use the approved *PANTONE colors listed on this page. The colors on this page are not intended to match the PANTONE color standards. For the PANTONE color standards, refer to the current editions of the PANTONE color publications. *PANTONE® is a registered trademark of PANTONE, Inc.